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Figure 1: Left: HeadPhones allows dynamic registration between mobile devices using the human head as reference frame. Middle: Head pose estimation and concatenation is used to determine the relative positions of the devices to each other. Right: Transformation between two devices is computed by chaining the (inverse) transformations between each device and the user’s head.

ABSTRACT

We present a demonstration of HeadPhones (Headtracking + smartPhones), a novel approach for the spatial registration of multiple mobile devices into an ad hoc multi-display environment. We propose to employ the user’s head as external reference frame for the registration of multiple mobile devices into a common coordinate system. Our approach allows for dynamic repositioning of devices during runtime without the need for external infrastructure such as separate cameras or fiducials. Specifically, our only requirements are local network connections and mobile devices with built-in front facing cameras. This way, HeadPhones enables spatially-aware multi-display applications in mobile contexts.

Index Terms: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI)]: Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities

1 INTRODUCTION

Large displays are compelling for many work tasks, but are typically non-mobile. In contrast, many mobile users own at least one smartphone, along with a tablet and potentially a smartwatch. When people meet, the number of concurrently available mobile screens easily reaches a dozen or more. Collectively, these individual small displays could be used to create large-scale displays in an ad hoc manner.

Still, creating these ad hoc multi-display environments is typically cumbersome. Besides initially binding or associating devices into a group (i.e. each device is aware of the existence of nearby devices), devices generally lack the knowledge about their spatial position relative to the devices around them. While a number approaches for ad hoc device binding already allows for easy mobile use [1], determining the spatial position of devices in an ad hoc mobile multi-device environment remains challenging [3]. So far, approaches for the spatial registration of multiple mobile devices have either required external infrastructure such as cameras [12] or fiducials [8], required an instrumentation of the user [7], resulted in low spatial registration accuracy [5, 6] or allowed for only static device configurations (i.e. devices could not be freely moved after initial registration [4, 10]).

Our system, HeadPhones, instead, makes use of the user’s head as external reference frame, allowing to overcome the limitations of previous approaches [2]. The system solely assumes that the devices have a front facing camera, which is used for head tracking. To the best of our knowledge, HeadPhones is the first system for the spatial registration of mobile devices in an ad hoc multi-display environment, which does not rely on external infrastructure such as cameras, allows for dynamic repositioning of devices after initial registration and achieves comparable accuracy of existing camera-based and gesture-based approaches.

2 RELATED WORK

Binding and spatially registering multiple mobile devices into multi-display environments has been of interest to the research community for a while. Chong and Gellersen present a recent overview of binding or device association techniques [1].

HeadPhones primarily builds on previous work in the domain of spatial registration in mobile multi-display environments. A popular approach for spatial registration is to use finger or pen gestures across display boundaries [4]. However, those approaches typically do not allow for repositioning of individual devices after the initial registration step. IMU-based approaches are often employed for dynamic peephole navigation on mobile devices [11], but might be combined with gesture-based approaches to enable dynamic repositioning. Still, those approaches are prone to sensor drift.

There are various camera-based approaches, e.g., [12]. However, they require an external camera or depth-sensor to be available and, hence, might constrain the mobility of device registration.
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The closest approach to our work was presented by Li and Kobbelt [8]. They propose to use a fiducial marker, which is tracked using the front camera of mobile phones. However, the need for a printed fiducial marker limits the mobility of their approach. In contrast, we propose to use the user’s head to enable spatial registration of multiple mobile devices.

3 Display Registration Through Head Tracking

The core idea of HeadPhones is to enable the spatial registration of multiple mobile devices with front cameras through head tracking (HeadPhones: Headtracking + smartPhones). After an initial display binding step using existing approaches such as entering a server IP or photographing a QR code [1], each device estimates the pose of the user’s head relative to its own coordinate origin. To determine the pose of two devices relative to each other the following transformation takes place in a right-handed coordinate system with the device coordinate system in the screen center (in portrait mode: x-axis pointing right, y-axis pointing to the top of the phone, z-axis pointing out of the phone), see also Figure ??, left.

For our demo, we utilize Amazon Fire Phones, which have access to a robust head tracking API used in commercial products and resulting in satisfying user experiences [9]. To work on common mobile devices with a single front camera, we combine a 2D deformable face tracker [13] with a solver for the perspective-n-point problem [7]. In a first step, 2D image points of facial landmarks are estimated using deformable model fitting. For the second step, we use a rigid 3D model which is mapped to selected image points of the 2D model (eyes, nostrils, temples).

We demonstrate the applicability of our approach with a layered map application. Browsing maps on mobile devices typically requires frequent zooming between levels of detail. Using multiple mobile screens, the extend of a current map level is extended mitigating the need for zooming (to a certain level). Furthermore, the mobile devices can be dynamically repositioned to explore even further map areas, see Figure 1, left. Additionally, the user can pick up individual devices and switch between rendering modes of maps, such as standard view, satellite or traffic views (see Figure 2). This potentially allows viewing different rendering modes of the same map area simultaneously (e.g., if the user looks from the side).

We implemented HeadPhones as client/server application. The clients can join a multi-display group by entering an IP. The server can run on any of the mobile devices resulting in an infrastructure-free, completely mobile solution. One of the devices determines the coordinate origin of the virtual display (typically the device to join first, changeable at any time later).

For rendering we employ HTML5 + JavaScript with 3D rendering done in WebGL and three.js. The head tracking data is injected into JavaScript. The individual smartphones communicate via WebSocket. On an Amazon Fire Phone, the demo, including head tracking, run at 30 frames per second (fps) using the Amazon API and at 20 fps using our monoscopic face tracker.

4 Demo Experience

We will demonstrate HeadPhones using a set of Amazon Fire Phones that can be dynamically rearranged on a table surface, picked up for browsing of map layers and touched for map panning. A video of the system can be found here: https://youtu.be/X-jciekJ-Sg8

5 Conclusion

We present a demonstration of HeadPhones (Headtracking + smartPhones), a novel approach for the spatial registration of multiple mobile devices into a ad hoc multi-display environment.
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